New protocol for a reversal operation in endoscopic thoracic sympathetic clamping: pulling back the suture sling linked to the clip under local anesthesia.
Endoscopic thoracic sympathetic clamping (ETC) has widely been used for treating the patients with primary hyperhidrosis, as it offers the potential of reversal operation (unclipping) under general anesthesia (GA) when severe reflex sweating would occur. However, we modified ETC to unclip under local anesthesia. From March 2002 to January 2005, we performed ETC in 87 patients with primary hyperhidrosis. From September 2002 on, the suture sling which was made with a 3-0 propylphylene suture was additionally placed between the endoclip and the subcutaneous tissue of the thoracoport. When unclipping was needed, the endoclip was removed by being pulled back under portable fluoroscopy. Four of 53 patients (7.5%) who underwent ETC alone underwent unclipping under GA. By contrast, unclipping was successfully performed under local anesthesia in 5 of 34 patients (14.7%) who underwent the modified ETC. ETC will be more effective operation if it is modified concomitantly with the suture sling; otherwise the reversal operation will need GA for the unclipping.